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Starring: 
Andrew Garfield, 
Emma Stone,  
Jamie Foxx,  
Dane DeHaan,  
Colm Feore,  
and Sally Field
Director:
Marc Webb
Running time:
142 minutes

While 
we see 
more of 

what makes Peter 
Parker just a regular 
teenager searching 
for the truth about 
his parents, we also 
see him conflicted 
about friendships, 
heartbroken about 
relationships, and 
reflective about his 
role in saving the 
city: stop me if you 
have seen this one 
before

Film Weekend Gross

1 The Amazing Spider-Man 2 $92M $92M

2 The Other Woman $14.2M $47.3M

3 Heaven Is for Real $8.7M $65.6M

4 Captain America:  
The Winter Soldier $7.8M $237.1M

5 Rio 2 $7.6M $106.5M

6 Brick Mansions $3.5M $15.5M

7 Divergent $2.2M $142.7M

8 The Quiet Ones $2M $6.8M

9 God’s Not Dead $1.8M $55.6M

10 The Grand Budapest Hotel $1.7M $51.5M

US BOX OFFICE TOP 10 

 As some movies and movie times 
change every Thursday morning, 
after The Phuket News has gone to 
press, the accuracy of the following 
information cannot be guaranteed. 
For up-to-date information, visit  
sfcinemacity.com, or call the 
cinemas directly: SFX Coli-
seum Phuket 076-209-
000 and SFC Jungceylon 
Phuket 076-600-555.

SFX Coliseum Phuket (Central Festival) SFC Jungceylon Phuket (Patong)
The Amazing Spider-Man 2 (3D/T) 14:30, 17:30, 20:30
The Amazing Spider-Man 2 (E) 13:00, 14:00, 15:00, 17:00, 18:00, 20:00, 21:00
The Amazing Spider-Man 2 (G/E) 13:15, 16:15, 19:15, 22:15
The Amazing Spider-Man 2 (T) 12:30, 13:30, 15:30, 16:30, 18:30, 19:30, 22:30
Brick Mansions (E) 18:05, 22:15
Brick Mansions (T) 16:00, 20:10
Need for Speed (E) 21:30

The Amazing Spider-Man 2 (3D/E) 14:00, 17:00, 20:00
The Amazing Spider-Man 2 (E) 13:00, 15:00, 16:00, 18:00, 19:00, 21:00, 22:00
Brick Mansions (E) 12:40, 14:50, 19:50, 22:00
Need for Speed (E) 18:30
Noah (3D/E) 17:00
Transcendence (E) 15:30, 21:30

Kingsley, Hopkins to 
play evil duo
The film Autobahn has 
added a few names to 
their cast with heavy-
weight actors Ben 

Kingsley and Anthony Hopkins join-
ing the fold.

The duo will play two ruthless 
criminals who play a deadly game of 
cat and mouse with a young Ameri-
can couple on holiday in Germany. 

The couple will be played by 
Felicity Jones and Nicholas Hoult, 
while the film will be directed by 
Evan Creedy (Welcome to the Punch). 
Production is set for later this year.

Beverly Hills Cop 
back in 2016
The next install-
ment of the Eddie 
Murphy franchise 
Beverly Hills Cop 
has a release date 

of March 25, 2016, according to recent 
reports.

The fourth film of the franchise, 
which has Brett Ratner (Rush Hour) 
attached to direct, was first green lit 
by Paramount Pictures last Decem-
ber. A script is currently being writ-
ten by Andre Nemec and Josh Apple-
baum, who jointly penned Mission 
Impossible – Ghost Protocol.

The last film, Beverly Cops III, was 
released in 1994.

Redford’s Walk in  
The Woods
Producers of the film 
adaptation of the 
comic memoir A Walk 
in The Woods have 
finally announced the 
cast of the film. Emma Thompson, 
Kristen Schaal, and Nick Offerman 
are set to star alongside Robert Red-
ford and Nick Nolte. The comedic film 
will see both Redford and Nolte at-
tempt to hike the Appalachian Trail 
in the United States. 

Ken Kwapis (Big Miracle) is set to 
direct the film with Michael Arndt 
(Little Miss Sunshine) adapting the 
screenplay.

IN BRIEFAmazing? Nah

W
hen the trailer for The Amazing 
Spider-Man 2 first came out, 
audiences were sold on a movie 
that seemingly involved Peter 
Parker taking on three separate 
bad guys, possibly all at once.

However, the trailer mis-
represents just how much evil 

comes to New York City, which ends up most-
ly being in the form of Electro (Jamie Foxx) 
and brief clashes with the Green Goblin 
(Dane DeHaan). 

While it could be a case of false advertis-
ing, it’s not in fact that disappointing to see 
that only Electro and the Goblin are part of 
the story. Quite the opposite, since more vil-
lains would probably have just convoluted the 
plot and made it even longer than the already 
lengthy two and a half hours.

No, the problem comes in the form of sto-
rytelling and where Spiderman is in the su-
perhero universe, compared to the rest of the 
film world. While Thor, Iron Man, and Cap-
tain America are forging ahead, moving on 
to exciting new storylines, this incarnation of 
Spiderman is stuck in the origins stage. 

Granted, The Amazing Spider-Man 2 does 
expound on Peter Parker’s parents, some-
thing that the Toby Maguire/James Franco-
led franchise did not (which, it should be 
pointed out, only finished in 2007!). This film 
also does a great job of giving more depth to 
Parker himself.

THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2

The downside is that this franchise has to 
keep introducing new characters and villains 
– complete with origin stories – in the same 
fashion as all the other superhero films (the 
exception being the crossover Christopher 
Nolan Batman films). This brings a stale ele-
ment that doesn’t mesh well with the spirit 
of ‘re-invigoration’ that The Amazing Spider-
Man reboot series is going for.

Yes, Electro is the slickest looking villain 
in almost all the superhero films out there 
(the exception is Heath Ledger’s Joker, on a 
level all to his own), and Foxx is superb as 
the tragic Max Dillon. 

But there are too many points where the 
CGI extravaganza becomes a distraction and 
takes away from the story.

While we see more of what makes Peter 
Parker just a regular teenager searching for 
the truth about his parents, we also see him 
conflicted about friendships, heartbroken 
about relationships, and reflective about his 
role in saving the city: stop me if you have 
seen this one before. 

It’s no easy task to completely change a 
franchise while essentially telling the same 
story. Even though Andrew Garfield’s take 
on Spiderman is light years better than Ma-
guire’s (sorry Toby), the frenetic action and 
seemingly separate story lines will keep you 
interested, but only half-entertained.

Truth be told, my Spidey Sense just ain’t 
tingling over this one.


